
What’s Beneath Your Feet? 

Georgian Mail 

The writing and sending of letters was very important to the inclosure movement. Many official 
documents had to be delivered to people like commissioners and surveyors to sign. There are 
thousands of letters generated by inclosure in Gloucestershire Archives; some are short 
scribbled notes, others are more lengthy and formal in tone. 

How letters were written in the Georgian times, what they looked like and how they were sent 
was very different in comparison with today. Postmen also dressed very differently!

Firstly letters were written using a quill pen and ink. There were also no envelopes so letters 
were folded in a specific way and then sealed with wax. Often the sender would press their 
own personal seal into the wax, usually from a ring. 

Charles I allowed the general public to use his own ‘royal mail’ in the mid 17th century, laying 
the foundations for the modern post office. The Royal Mail developed over the 17th and 18th 

centuries; by the end of the 18th century a ‘Penny Post’ was in operation. This enabled items 
up to four ounces to be sent to an address within the same area. If the sender wanted an item 
carried outside the area then he or she would have to pay an additional national rate. 

Until 1784 letters sent by Royal Mail were carried on horseback. This changed with the 
introduction of the Mail Coach. The mail coach was a special stagecoach – a horse drawn 
vehicle – that carried few or no passengers. The very first mail coach was Bristol to London, 
via Bath overnight and took 16 hours. The Mail guard who were heavily armed and dressed in 
scarlet uniforms operated mail coaches. 

The first mail coaches connecting Gloucestershire with London operated in 1785. In 
Gloucester the mail coach arrived and departed from the Bell Inn on Southgate Street (the site 
of Marks & Spencer). 

When the mail arrived at its destination it was despatched to the local postmaster who would 
then pass it on to individual ‘letter carriers’ or ‘postmen’ to deliver. 

It was not until 1839 that a true ‘Penny Post’ system arrived, when sending and receiving mail 
became affordable for all. In 1840 the first stamps arrived: the Penny Black, the Two-Penny 
Blue and the Mulready.  This was followed by the introduction of the post box in 1852. 
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